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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is preliminary on the following question: Given ap-adic field L, 
R the integers of L and G a finite p-group, is the canonical map $: K,(RG) + 
K,(LG) injective ? For G commutative, C$ is known to be injective. If G is 
nonabelian, RG is a (noncommutative) local R-order in the semisimple 
algebra LG, and is contained in a maximal order /l, say. Hence Theorem 1.1 
from which one sees that in treating the above question, one could assume L
is a splitting field for G. We then present an affirmative answer to the question 
for the two nonabelian groups of order 8, namely the quarternion and dihedral 
groups, deferring details of proof, until more general results are obtained. 
NOTATION 
For a ring R, we write U(R) for the units of R, [U(R), U(R)] for the derived 
group of U(R) and Mn(R) for the ring of B. x n matrices over R. 
The aim of this section is to prove the following. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let L be a p-adicJield, R the integers of L and A a maximal 
R-order in a semisimple L-algebra l? Then K&l) -+ K,(r) is itzjective if and 
only if r is a direct product ofJields. 
However, we first consider the case where I’ = D, a central division algebra 
over L. (1 is then the ring of integers of D[l] page 132 and we prove the 
following. 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let L be a p-adic field, R the integers of L and A the maximal 
R-order in a central division algebra D over L, m the unique maximal ideal of A. 
Then 
(a) In the exact sequence 1 ---f Ker 6 + K,(A) +6 K,(D) Ker 6 is isomorphic 
to MD)> W41/L?44 W31. 
(b) [U(A), U(A)] C 1 + m and the canonical map U(A) + U(A/m) 
induces a surjective homomorphism K,(A) + K,(A/m). 
(c) Kl(A) j8 K,(D) is injective if and only if D = L. 
The proof of 1.2 makes use of the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let R be a noncommutative local ring or a division ring, then 
K,(R) = WWYRh W91. 
Remark. For R a division ring see [2, p. 2691. For R a noncommutative 
local ring see [S, Theorem 3.6; or 41. 
LEMMA 1.4 [2, p. 2761. Let a group G be equal to G’ 30 G”, the semi- 
direct product of G’ and G”, then 
G/[G, G] = G’/[G, G’] @ G”/[G”, G”]. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let L be a p-adic$eld, and R the integers of L. Suppose r is a 
semi-simple L-algebra and A the maximal R-order in r, then 
where Ai is the maximal R-order in a division L-algebra Di for which 
r = I-L, K&b). 
Proof. It follows from semi-simplicity of rand [3, p. 128, Lemma 51. 
Proof of 1.2. (a) Since A is a local ring, and D a division ring, then by 
Lemma 1.3, K,(A) w uVW44 WV1 and &PI - WYFW)~ WW 
Suppose m = rrA, then U(D) = U(A) x, 1 (v), the semi-direct product of 
U(A) and (n), the infinite cyclic group generated by W. Now by Lemma 1.4, 
U(D)/[U(D, U(D)] m U(A)/[U(D), U(A)] @ (r). So we have an exact 
sequence 
l---f W(D), ~POl/[WV~ WV1 - WWF44 UWI 
- -WM-W)~ UPI1 - 
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(b) The canonical map A + /l/m induces U(A) --+ U(A/m) whose 
kernel is precisely 1 + m. So U(A)/1 + m w U(A/m). However 
UC4 - uW/(l + 4 is a map onto a commutative group. Hence 
[U(A), U(A)] C 1 + m. The map U(A) - U(A)/1 + m w U(A/m) w 
KJA/m) induces a surjective homomorphism 
as required. 
(c) If: Suppose D = L, injectivity of 6 is trivial since D = L = quotient 
field of A and A, L being commutative [U(A), U(A)] = [U(L), U(L)] = 1 and 
U(fl) ---f U(L) is injective. 
Only if: Suppose K,(A) + K,(D) is injective then by (a), [U(A), U(A)] = 
[u(D), W’U. SUPP ose D # L, let b = /3R be the unique maximal ideal of R, 
q the number of elements in R/b and m = nA the unique maximal ideal of fl 
generated by CT. Now r induces an automorphism C$ on U(A) given by 
C(u) m z-~-r. 4 preserves (1, m, m2, etc., and hence induces the automorphism 
4 on U(A/rA) given by B(U) = -4 u , i.e., uq = nun-l(m) (see [3, p. 1611) i.e. 
77u~-~u-~ G @-l(m). So, rru~-~u-~+ l(m) for some u, i.e., ~u7~~u-r $1 + m 
for some u. But m~n-~u-~ E [U(D), U(A)]. So [U(D), U(A)] @ 1 + m. How- 
ever [U(-% u(41 C 1 + m by (b). So W(D), U(A)] # [U(A), U(A)], 
contradicting the injectivity of K,(A) + K,(D). 
Proof of 1.1. Since r is semi-simple we have by 1 S, I’ w nier Ilir,,(DJ, 
A e niEI M,,(AJ where Ai is a maximal R-order in the division algebra Di , I 
I some finite index set 
Similarly K,(A) m nTi K1(Ai) = IJi (U(AJ/[U(AJ, U(AJ]. SO to find 
whether K,(A) -+ K,(r) is injective it suffices to consider the injectivity of 
wwwi>~ u(4)l -+ U(Di)/[U(Di), U(D,)]. Now we could consider Di 
as a central division algebra over a field L’ containing L and Ai would be a 
maximal R’-order in Di for some R’ containing R. Result then follows by 
applying Theorem 1.2~. 
It follows from Theorem 1.1 that if G is a finite p-group, L, R as in 
Theorem 1.1, and A a maximal R-order in LG, then K,(A) - K,(LG) is 
injective if and only ifLG is a product of matrix algebras over fields. 
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So in considering the injectivity of K,(RG) -+ K,(LG) we can assume that 
L is a splitting field for G. 
We present the following theorem but defer the details of the proof (which 
is rather long) until more general results are obtained. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be the {dg~,&,t~$O”} group of order 8, R = 2,[[], 
L = Q,(t), (primitive 4-th root of 1. Then K,(RG) -+ K,(LG) is injective. 
Remark. The proof of 2.1 makes use of the following setup. Suppose a 
p-adic field L is a splitting field for a finitep-group G, then LG M l’&, M,i(L) 
say. Now K,(RG) m WWI[U(W, U@G)I and K,(LG) = II (U(L)) 
(k times). Let pi be the representation of LG in M,*(L), then 
WWIKJW), WWI -+ fl UP> 
would be injective if every x E U(RG) such that det(pi(x)) = 1 for each i is in 
CUW), WGU 
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